This paper presents a very fast and low-power address bus encoder, whose critical path delay and area are only weakly dependent on the address bus width. Although the encoding algorithm of the proposed structure is the same as the INC-XOR encoding, its encoder and decoder architectures, called DX, are much faster. The DX architecture implements the INC-XOR encoding partially (partial DX architecture) or fully (registered DX architecture.) The partial implementation, which is faster and consumes less power and silicon area, is appropriate for cases where the size of the basic block (sequential addresses without branches or jumps) is bounded, e.g., by 256. The registered DX architecture uses a multi-stage pipelined structure with pseudo-incrementers to reduce the combinational delay of each pipeline stage. The two DX implementations (partial and registered) are compared with three conventional INC-XOR architectures realized by using the ripple carry, the carry look-ahead, and Sklansky prefix incrementers. The 2 results for the critical path delay, gate count, power-delay product, and energy-delay product show considerable improvements over the conventional implementations.
I. Introduction
A computer system typically consists of a CPU, a memory controller, memory chips, and buses dedicated to providing the means for data transfer between the CPU and the memory. These buses form the performance bottleneck in many computer systems. At the same time, due to the high capacitance of these off-chip buses, the energy dissipation per memory bus access is quite high. These factors have served as the driving force for the research on design of low-power buses (for example, see [1] - [8] .)
To lower the power dissipation of memory buses, one may utilize characteristics of the addresses encountered during the memory access. In a computer system, the generated addresses on an address bus are often in sequence and two sequential addresses have a difference of one unit (also called stride value.) For example in the T0 method [3] [4] , instead of placing sequential values on the bus, the address at the source (which is called the "source word") is examined and if its value is exactly one unit greater than the previous address, then the address bus will be frozen. At the destination, if the address that is read from the bus (which is called the "code word") is unchanged compared to the previous code word, then the decoded value is obtained by incrementing the previous code word by one.
One of the most efficient methods used for address bus encoding is the INC-XOR method [5] (called T0-XOR in [6] .) This technique makes use of the decorrelating characteristic of the XOR function (details are provided in the next section.) Both encoder and decoder modules of the INC-XOR codec utilize an adder whose width is equal to that of the bus. As the bus width increases, the delay, logic complexity, and power consumption of this adder must also increase proportional to the bus width. This increase can lead to the deterioration of the delay, power, and area parameters of the overall structure. T0-Concise or T0-C for short is yet another variant of T0 which eliminates the redundant bit [7] .
In this paper, a method is introduced to improve the properties of the INC-XOR encoder/decoder modules. With the proposed method, the delay, power-delay product, and energy-delay product of the encoder/decoder improves while its power dissipation and area become less dependent on the bus width. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly describe INC-XOR memory bus encoding technique, while in Section III the proposed method (DX) is presented. Section IV shows a comparison between INC-XOR and DX and the synthesis results of DX method. The summary and concluding remarks are given in Section V.
II. INC-XOR Encoding Algorithm
The INC-XOR code of [5] [6], may be described as follows:
Encoder:
Decoder:
where b (t) and B (t) denote the source word and the code word at time t, respectively. At a given clock cycle, t, the encoder computes the incremented address of cycle t -1 and compares it to the address generated at cycle t. If the incremented old address (b (t -1) + 1) and the new address (b (t ) ) are equal, then the result of the left XOR in the encoder equation will be zero and the old code word (B (t -1) ) will be left on the bus. It can be easily seen that when the addresses are consecutive, no switching activity occurs (similar to the case of T0 code.) In general, the encoder/decoder structures of the INC-XOR codec are simpler than those of the T0-C. That is why we will focus on the INC-XOR codec from here on. The encoder architecture for INC-XOR is shown in Figure 1 where X n is the current source word, X n-1 is the previous source word, and Y n is calculated as the XOR of X n and X n-1 +1 by the left XOR gate. The right XOR gate performs transition signaling of Y n with respect to the previous code word on the bus. In this figure, all the lines have a width equal to W and, hence, W parallel XOR gates are shown as a simple boldface XOR gate.
The encoder inserts one cycle delay between the arrival of the address b and the output of the encoded bus B. The critical path delay of the encoder is the delay of combinational logic between two registers (incrementer and XOR gates.) This delay can be critical in delay-constrained systems with wide buses. Additionally, note that glitches on B must be avoided because B is connected to large output buffers that should always be driven by clean and fast edges to eliminate excessive power dissipation and signal quality deterioration [5] . Due to the fact that the address b is generated by a complex logic that produces glitches and misaligned transitions, the second register is used to filter out glitches and align the transitions on B to the clock edge (The register is needed even if the binary code, i.e., no encoding, is used.) The decoder architecture is similar to the encoder architecture [5] . In the next section, we introduce a new method to improve the delay and the power delay and energy delay products of the INC-XOR encoder/decoder.
III. The DX Architecture
As explained in the previous section, the delay and power consumption overhead of the incrementers in the INC-XOR encoder/decoder of the wide address buses may be unacceptable. This is especially important when the encoder is used in high performance VLSI designs where the decoder could be on the critical signal path whose delay would be of critical importance. To remedy the problem, the adder and the following XORs should be replaced by a simpler and faster architecture. Toward this end, we use the structure of Figure 2 as the internal logic of a 4-bit incrementer (ripple carry adder structure) with its successive XORs for proposing a faster and smaller pseudoincrementer. The half adders, denoted by HA, are used for constructing the incrementers where for each bit slice, the longest path (shown by arrow) is the path that goes through two XOR gates. Hence, the delay of each bit of Y n is the delay of its right input plus the delay of two XOR gates. The delay of the right input is equal to the delay of the chain of its previous two-input AND (AND2) gates. As the size of the chain grows, this delay increases making the delay of the most significant bit the largest one. To reduce the delay of this structure, first note that Y n is generated by a 3 input XOR, which has been implemented by a two cascaded 2 input XOR gates. If we change the inputs of the two XOR gates as shown in Figure 3 , we can eliminate one of the XOR gates from the critical paths. We utilize the structure of Figure Although one-level of XOR gates has been eliminated from the Y n generation path, the chain of AND gates still exists. This chain is the carry chain of the adder. The delay of this chain grows with the increase of the bus width, making this architecture unusable for high performance systems. To solve the problem, we should use a faster incrementer.
In this work, we investigate three incrementer architectures which include ripple-carry structure, binary-tree Carry Look Ahead structure [10] , and Sklansky Prefix-adders
[11] [12] . When comparing the incrementers, the performance level is greatly dependent on the technology used for the implementation. To be able to evaluate each architecture independent of the target implementation, we adopted the model proposed in [13] which relates the required circuit area to the propagation time of each logic cell [11] . In this approach, each two-input monotonic gate (e.g., AND and NAND gates) is counted as one gate while an XOR gate is counted as two gates in terms of the area and the delay. In [10] , the above structures have been compared by assuming that the width of the desired adder is 'W'. The results of this comparison are given in Table I which shows the ripple carry incrementer has the minimum area while the Sklansky-Prefix incrementer has the minimum delay. Since for the encoder/decoder, we do not need a general purpose incrementer, in the following, we present two techniques for increasing the speed without sacrificing the power consumption. 
A. Partial DX Architecture
The first and simple solution to the above problem is to use the DX encoder described earlier for a small set of the least significant bits (LSBs). This idea is motivated by the fact that in practice, nearly one out of every seven consecutive instructions is a control transfer instruction [16] . Furthermore, an experimental study on several benchmarks presented in [16] reveals that, the address changes in some 90% of all jumps affect eight or fewer LSBs of the address bus. Finally, our own experiments on the SPEC2000 benchmark programs [14] show that in most cases, a series of sequential addresses has fewer than 256 addresses, which results in changes of only the eight least significant bits (LSBs). This means that instead of applying the INC-XOR method to all the bits, we can use the DX encoder for the 8 least significant bits, and utilize simple XOR gates for the other most significant bits. This gives rise to very few transitions when the sequential changes of the address bus value correspond to the changes of bits other than the least 8 significant bits or when there is a jump out of this boundary. The additional transitions associated with the former case may be solved using techniques such as the Offset-XOR code [6] - [8] .
The partial DX-architecture enables us to obtain almost the same power saving as applying the INC-XOR method to all bits. The method is depicted in Figure 4 which shows that the encoder simply sends the original 24 bits, which tend to toggle very infrequently, while the 8 LSB bits are coded by an 8-bit DX encoder. Since the DX coding is applied to 8 LSB bits, in the worst case, it could have an AND gate with 7 inputs (instead of chaining the AND2 gates) to reduce the delay. In the proposed architecture, when the address changes exceed 256, the outputs of the XOR gates show the bits that have changed to the other side for correcting the address. Finally, one should note that the number of the LSBs which are coded by the DX encoder depends on the application and its input data characteristics. There may exist applications where this number is larger than 8. In these cases where a higher number of LSBs than 8 should be invoked (e.g., because of many jumps with address changes requiring larger than 8 LSBs of the address bus), the use of partial DX architecture may lead to higher power consumption, and thus, the registered DX architecture, which is described next, should be used. 
B. Registered DX Architecture
As discussed previously, the bottleneck in the DX encoder is the chain delay of the AND gates. To alleviate the problem, we use the fact that during the incrementation process, the carry will reach a specific bit position when all previous bits of the number (before it is incremented) are 1. This feature allows us to propose a pseudo-incrementer which is based on the ripple carry incrementer structure. In this architecture, registers are inserted in the carry path for reducing the propagation delay. This is different from a pipelined adder since no latency has been added to the circuit. In the proposed architecture, starting from the LSB, each group of M consecutive bits of the input are placed into a slice. The input carry of 1 of the slice i is propagated to the output carry when all of the X n-1 input bits to slice i, ranging from bit position M × i to bit position M × (i + 1) -1, are 1.
When incrementing a number by one, the higher significance bits tend to change less frequently. This property allows us to use the registered values of the bits instead of the original values for deciding to propagate the input carry, cutting the long carry path to several shorter ones. This reduces the combinational delay of each stage while keeping the total latency unchanged. In fact, we will present a pseudo-incrementer which is based on ripple-carry incrementer and may be effectively utilized in the INC-XOR encoder/decoder structure to reduce the combinational delay of each pipeline stage. The new chain consists of two separate chains: before and after the register. The first part of this chain is inside the DX slices and performs AND of X n-1 bits inside that slice to form the 'co' output. This is depicted in Figure 6 , where a basic slice of DX encoder for M = 4 is shown. Compared to the circuit of Figure 3 , a new AND gate chain has been added. This output is registered so that it can be used in the next clock cycle. The second part of the new chain is out of the DX blocks, where the 'ci' inputs of the DX blocks are constructed. Note that the 'ci' input of the last DX block has the longest propagation delay. Except for the first clock, the 'ci' input may be considered as the input carry bit of the block. If the input is 1, some of the addresses associated with that block may change while if it is 0, no address bit for that block will change for cycle n.
Note that the 'co' output of each block is independent of the 'ci' input and only depends on 'X n-1' , and, therefore, the generations of 'co' outputs of all M-bit blocks are performed in parallel. Finally, the circuit for the first slice is slightly different from the circuit shown in Figure 6 (a). As shown in Figure 6 (b), the 'ci' input of the first block is connected to X n-1 [0] and the 'co' output is independent of X n-1 [0] . It is imperative to mention that for the cases where the inputs are not consecutive, the proposed pseudo incrementer may generate a value different from the incremented value of the new input.
This is the reason for calling the structure 'pseudo incrementer'. In this case, the result is corrected for the next consecutive address. Because the decoder uses the same structure, no address conflicts occurs and the original address is recovered in the decoder side.
The basic blocks of Figure 6 can be cascaded for encoding/decoding of wider buses.
In Figure 5 , a 16-bit modified DX encoder has been developed with 4-bit basic blocks where the 'co' output of each 4-bit block is registered. By insertion of this register, the original functionality of encoder will be kept, while the critical path of the encoder is 
IV. Results and Discussion
In this section, the efficiency of the proposed technique is evaluated by comparing its results by those of the conventional INC-XOR architecture given in Figure 1 . Two different DX architectures were presented in the above. Although the partial DX encoder is very simple, when the sequential addresses on the bus overflow with respect to the 256 bound, some transitions will occur on the bus. Given the small number of gate delays on the critical path and the weak dependence of the delay on the bus width, higher performance and lower power consumption is achieved by the proposed technique compared to the conventional INC-XOR encoder/decoder. To assess the improvements quantitatively, we need to evaluate the power dissipation and the delay of the encoder and the decoder. For this purpose, the encoder and decoder architectures described in the previous sections have been implemented in Verilog HDL at the RT level, simulated for functional verification, and a prototype has been synthesized using Synopsys Design
Compiler with the a 0.18μm standard CMOS library with a supply voltage of 1.8V.
A. Analytical Timing Analysis
There are different choices for the width of each DX block depending on the bus width.
Here, we obtain an approximate relation between the maximum delay of the incrementer of the encoder as a function of the bus width and the width of the DX block. Suppose that the bus width is W and each DX slice is M bit wide. As explained, the model used in [13] is utilized for computing the delay and the area of incrementer. The critical path of the pseudo incrementer will pass through the last slice of the DX block, where the W th bit (Y [W -1]) is constructed. First, consider the 'ci' input of this slice which is generated using (W/M -1) AND gates. If the balanced tree of 2-input AND gates is used for constructing the 'ci' input, then the delay of 'ci', τ ci , (with the delay of an AND gate delay set as a unit delay) will be given by
We have used "⎡X ⎤" to denote the ceiling operation to the nearest integer number which is equal to or larger than X. On the other hand, note that the most significant bit in each slice has the maximum delay in that slice. This delay is equal to the sum of the delays of the 'ci' input to that slice and the internal delay of the DX block (τ int ). The latter delay, which is the delay of (M -1) AND gates, is given by
where a balanced tree of 2-input AND gates is assumed. Therefore, the total delay of the pseudo incrementer (τ inc ) is obtained as
The area of the proposed incrementer is the sum of the areas consumed by the DX blocks, the external AND gates, and the flip-flops. 
The above analysis may be used for obtaining the optimum M for any W. For example, in the case of a 32-bit address bus width, by differentiating (3) with respect to M, the optimum of M in terms of delay is calculated to be four. Using the above equations, the optimum M in terms of delay has been computed for different bus widths and the areas and the delays of the proposed circuit have been compared with those of the conventional incrementers. Table II shows the comparison results for different incrementer structures with different widths. As evident from the results, the proposed structure has the lowest delay while its circuit area is comparable to the fastest conventional circuit. 
B. Synthesis Results
The switching activities of the gate-level implementation of the encoding/decoding circuits were obtained by simulating the synthesized blocks with the streams of addresses. We have used Synopsys Power Compiler tool to correlate the switching activities to the power dissipation. Table III shows The power dissipation was estimated using SPEC2000 benchmark programs [14] . The results are based on averaging over four programs named "parser", "vortex", "gcc", and
"art" when they were executed on the LEON processor [15] . It is imperative to mention that the proposed implementation of the INC-XOR is registered-based (see Figure 5 ) and, hence, the use of encoding only increases the latency without affecting the delay. Therefore, the bus speed will not be affected. In general, any encoding system has an encoder and a decoder at the both ends of the bus imposing some timing, area, and power overheads. In low-power applications where minimizing the power is the primary concern, the encoding should be used to lower the overall power consumption (encoder_power + bus_power + decoder_power) compared to the case of no coding where only the bus_power exists. If the power of the encoding case is lower, then one should check the timing (delay/latency) and the area overheads of the encoding case. If these overheads are within the acceptable range for that application, then the use of the encoding is justified. Obviously, as the bus length increases, the relative weight of fixed-complexity overheads becomes smaller.
To assess the efficiency of the technique, we have estimated the average power (per line) associated with the switching of the on-chip address bus lines in the 180nm technology. For estimating the bus power, the average transition per bus line was computed by running SPEC2000 benchmarks. Using this parameter and the data about the global interconnect width, spacing, thickness, and the dielectric height numbers reported in [17] for the 180nm technology, the power dissipation for each bus width and line length was computed. Table IV shows the average power consumptions of the onchip buses. For the buses with coding, the power dissipations of the registered DX encoder and decoder shown in Table V [19] . In the case of off-chip buses, since the switching power associated with the bus is much higher, the power savings obtained are much more compared to the case of the on-chip buses. It should be mentioned that as the results presented in Table IV and Table VI As expected, the results show that as the bus length increases, the amount of power saving also increases. 
V. Summary and Conclusion
We presented new encoder/decoder architecture for the INC-XOR encoding method to reduce the delay, the power delay product, and the energy delay product. Both the analytical and simulation results showed that the proposed architecture was very fast in comparison to the conventional encoder/decoder architectures implemented using the ripple carry, carry look-ahead, and Sklansky-prefix incrementers. The simulations results showed considerable improvements for these parameters in the case of the proposed structure. An important feature of the proposed architecture is that its delay is weakly dependent on the address bus width compared to the conventional INC-XOR encoder/decoder architecture. Therefore, the proposed architecture improves the features of the INC-XOR address bus encoder/decoder.
